All-in-One
Vitamin Gummy
Packs for Kids
MEOLOGY™ KIDS
Easy for parents and fun for kids, this all-in-one supplement
plan has 100% DV of 8 essential vitamins and minerals, 300 mg
of vital omega-3s to support brain and eye health, and a
powerful combination of immune-supporting nutrients to help
kids grow up well.*
#89580 | 25 SERVINGS
RETAIL PRICE: $43.30 | MEMBER PRICE: $36.85 | PV: 20.00
ONLY $35 ON A MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION
BUY 2, GET 10% OFF
BUY 3 OR MORE, GET 15% OFF†
KIDDOS SHOULD TAKE ONE PACK DAILY WITH FOOD.

Why We Love It
• Superior nutrition compared to other popular brands‡
• Contains 100% DV of 8 core nutrients
• 11 essential vitamins & minerals
• Provides 3x more DHA + EPA than other gummy products
on the market
• Supports healthy growth and development*
• Helps support healthy brain development*
• Supports healthy eye function*
• Provides immune support*
• Helps fill nutrient gaps for picky eaters
• Designable pack with kiddo’s name and favorite icon
• 4 gummies with 3 yummy flavors in every pack: Very Berry,
Strawberry Lemonade, and Cheery Cherry!
• 1 convenient, daily, grab & go pack!
• For each purchase, Shaklee donates to Vitamin Angels® to
provide life-changing nutritional support to a child in need.
‡Detailed nutritional information on other brands can be found on the respective companies’ websites.
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MEOLOGY™ KIDS

All-in-One Superior Kids’ Nutrition

FAQ
How does Meology Kids work?
It’s simple.
1. Customize- tell us your kiddo’s name and have them pick their favorite icon
2. Grab & go – convenient, daily grab-an-go packs will be delivered to your door every month
3. Give – For every purchase of Meology Kids, Shaklee donates to Vitamin Angels® to provide life-changing
nutritional support to a child in need
How many gummies are included in each pack?
Each Meology Kids pack includes 3 gummies and 1 gelly: 2 Very Berry-flavored Super Vitamin Gummies, 1 cheery
cherry-flavored Super Immunity Gummy, and 1 strawberry lemonade-flavored Omega-3 Gelly (in a foil pack).
What nutrients does Meology Kids provide?
Each Meology Kids pack delivers 11 essential vitamins and minerals (vitamins A, C, D, and E, B vitamins, zinc, and
iodine), including 100% or more of the DV of 8 essential vitamins and minerals plus 300 mg of DHA + EPA. When
combined with a daily Life Shake™ (an optional Meology Kids add-on product)—1 scoop in 8 oz. Of low-fat milk—
kids will also get 10 grams of protein, 3 grams of fiber, and additional essential vitamins and minerals,
including calcium, iron, phosphorus, magnesium, potassium, and more.
When should my kids take their Meology supplements?
In general, we recommend your kiddo take their supplements with food. It might be easier to remember if they take
them at the same time each day, for example, with breakfast.
My kid is under 4. Can they take Meology Kids?
Meology Kids is for kids 4 years and older. It is not intended for use by children under 4. Consult your child’s
physician if they are under the age of 4.
Should older kids take more than one pack daily?
No, the serving size is one pack per day for all kids 4-18 years of age.
At what age should my child graduate to adult Meology?
Meology Kids is for children and teens 4-18 years of age. Adult Meology is for adults 18 years and older. Transition
to adult Meology can begin at age 18.
I’m over 18. Can I take kids’ Meology? And if so, how many sachets should I take?
Meology Kids is designed to provide foundational nutrition for children, but if you are still a kid at heart, you can
take 1 pack daily.
My kid has a food allergy or specific dietary preference. How do I know if any of the recommended products
contain ingredients they should or want to avoid?
All products included in the kid’s pack are peanut free, tree nut free, gluten free, wheat free, lactose free, dairy free,
soy free, egg free, and shellfish free. Each Super Vitamin Gummy is also vegetarian; the Super Immunity Gummy is
vegan; and the Omega-3 Gelly is sugar free.
On the recommendation page, just below each product description, you can find indicator icons for all relevant
product attributes. We always recommend that you consult your child’s physician if you have any specific
concerns regarding which products are appropriate.
How do I customize the Meology Kids packs?
To customize your kid’s packs with their name (or nickname!) and a personal icon of their choice, go to
meologykids.com, then click on GET STARTED under FOR KIDS.

If you are already set up on a Meology plan and want to get your child started, you can go to meology.com and
click on VIEW MY PERSONALIZED PLAN. On the upper left corner there is a toggle; click on Me Kids, then click GET
STARTED on the upper right!
Does Meology Kids have an expiration date?
We recommend that Meology Kids packs be consumed within 60 days of receipt.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease
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MEOLOGY™ KIDS

All-in-One Superior Kids’ Nutrition

FAQ
Why is the Omega-3 Gelly in a foil?
The Omega-3 Gelly is included in a foil to help maintain potency and integrity of this innovative gelly delivery form.
You will want to show your kiddo how to punch the little gelly out of the foil :-).
How does the Meology Kids discount work?
Firstly, when you set your Meology Kids as a recurring monthly order, you get it for $35! This special price can be
further discounted when purchasing multiple Meology Kids orders:
• Purchase two Meology Kids in the same transaction and receive 10% off both Meology Kids orders.
• Purchase three or more Meology Kids in the same transaction and receive 15% off each of your Meology Kids
orders.
You’ll have the option to purchase your Meology Kids orders together as a one-time purchase, OR purchase them
together as part of a Loyalty Order, and automatically receive them monthly. But in order to receive the multi-kid
discount, your multiple Meology Kids orders must be purchased in the same transaction and shipped together, to
the same address. Multiple kid discount valid through 12/31/21.
Do I need to remember to place a Meology Kids order each month?
When you add Meology Kids to your cart, it is automatically added as a recurring monthly order so you never run
out. Selecting this option will give you the best price on each order as well! However, if you would rather manage
reordering yourself, all you have to do is uncheck the Autoship box on the cart page (“Deliver every 30 days and
earn up to 15% in Loyalty Points”).
Why is Meology kids a 25-day supply?
We know it’s not easy for kids to stick to a consistent schedule. With a 25-day supply, you won’t have leftover
packs at the end of each month. The lower count also allows us to keep the price point more accessible for all
families.
How does the Vitamin Angels donation work?
With every purchase of Meology Kids, Shaklee donates to vitamin angels to provide life-changing nutritional
support to a child in need. Vitamin Angels fights for a world where every mother has a healthy pregnancy and every
child gets a chance at a healthy life. Founded in 1994, Vitamin Angels is a global public health and nutrition
organization that delivers evidence-based nutrition interventions to underserved pregnant women and children
under 5 in the united states and around the world. To learn more, visit www.vitaminangels.org
Are Meology Kids packs recyclable?
Yes! The Meology Kids packs are recycling codes 4 and 7. We recommend you check local guidelines for proper
disposing instructions. We’re continuing to work on even more sustainable packaging options, but the Meology
personalized packs are already more environmentally friendly than individual plastic supplement
bottles. Additionally, the pack-dispenser box is also 100% recyclable and made from sustainable materials using
wind energy. The shipper box is 100% recyclable as well.
Is a free Shaklee membership included with my Meology Kids purchase?
Yes! A $19.95 value, Shaklee Membership is free with your purchase of Meology Kids! Learn more about member
benefits at https://us.shaklee.com/member-benefits/join-options
How do I combine my adult Meology and Meology Kids loyalty orders?
Simply add your Meology Kids orders to your existing Meology Autoship to arrive on the same date to the same
address.
What should I do if my child consumes more than 1 sachet?
The gummies and gelly included in Meology Kids are not candy and should be kept out of reach of all curious
children. The recommended usage is one pack per day. If your child accidentally consumes 5 or more packs, please
call product support during regular business hours at 925-734-3638. After hours, you may call 1-800-SHAKLEE or
poison control at 1-800-222-1222.
†Limited time offer. Valid to our entire Shaklee family through 12/31/2021. Purchase two Meology kids in the same order and receive 10% off each
Meology kids. Purchase three or more Meology kids in the same order and receive 15% off each Meology kids. Shaklee reserves the right to cancel or
change this promotion at any time. While supplies last. See offer details here. Https://us.Shaklee.Com/current-offers
All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease
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